Potty Train Toddlers While They Have Fun with Potty Training for iOS!
1tucan today announces the release of Potty Training for the iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch. Potty Training is dynamic
childrens education app that turns helping toddlers to learn the concept of using the bathroom correctly into a fun game
adventure.
MEDELLIN, COLOMBIA, April 05, 2013 /24-7PressRelease/ -- 1tucan, a leading mobile application and game developer,
is excited today to announce the launch of Potty Training onto the App Store. Compatible with most iPhone, iPad, and iPod
touch devices, this unique children's education utility helps youngsters get in the zone and learn how to go to the bathroom
while keeping the mood light and happy. The app is structured as a straightforward game, and tastefully imagined to ensure
that there's no potty humor involved in potty training. Giving kids the opportunity to help cute cartoon animals go to the
bathroom on time this mobile learning aide teaches by example and sits primed to make parents' adventures to potty train
their young ones as easy and headache free as possible. Potty Training is currently available for download for $1.99 on the
App Store in the Education category.
The goal of this app is a simple yet important one - help toddlers understand the concepts involved in going to the bathroom,
and getting them potty trained as quickly as possible. Taking a game themed approach geared to endear young users and
get them engaged, Potty Training challenges kids to make sure common animals including Dogs, Lions, and Chickens
among others get to their bathrooms when its time for them to go do their business. The game comes complete with some
fun simple stories, and always keeps appropriate potty etiquette at the forefront to ensure that kids aren't simply having a
blast but learning to understand why they themselves should go use the bathroom on time too.
A well-rounded app, Potty Training features hands-on gameplay and an empathetic aesthetic to get the oftentimes messy
job of helping children use the bathroom like adults, complete with professional voice narration throughout, calming lullaby
music, and beautifully rendered graphics. Users have the option of playing either as a boy or girl, while intuitive controls
ensure that even the youngest of users can get a handle on how to play the game without hassle. Don't let potty training be
the anxiety soaked process it once was, lighten the mood and get an extra educational tool in your corner with Potty
Training today.
Founded in Colombia, 1tucan is an innovative mobile development studio committed to utilizing its team of diverse talent
and perspectives to create better applications for mobile consumers around the world. 1tucan 2013. All Rights Reserved.
Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPod and iPad are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries.
Website: http://www.1tucan.com
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